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RESUMEN
Revisamos las propiedades de las Nebulosas Planetarias Bipolares (NPB). Damos una de ni ion de la lase
de las NPB, des ribimos sus ara tersti as y los me anismos de forma ion propuestos, y desta amos algunos
aspe tos espe  os tales omo la polariza ion, efe tos de in lina ion y su vn ulo on las estrellas simbioti as.
ABSTRACT
In this paper the properties of Bipolar Planetary Nebulae (BPNe) are brie y reviewed. The lass of BPNe is
de ned, their hara teristi s and proposed formation me hanisms are des ribed, and some spe i aspe ts|
polarization, in lination e e ts, and their link to symbioti stars|are highlighted.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC PROPERTIES
Planetary Nebulae (PNe) are produ ed at the
end of the lives of most low- and intermediate-mass
stars, when they exhaust their nu lear fuel and the
ore ollapses, expelling the outer layers of the star|
by an as yet unknown me hanism|whi h are then
lit up by photoionization aused by the heating up
of the ollapsing ore. The White Dwarf (WD) that
remains ools, following a S honberner tra k in the
HR diagram on whi h the ooling time depends riti ally on the WD mass. For PNe the average WD
mass is about 0.6 M , with asso iated ooling time
of about 105 yrs. after whi h the star remnant fades
away like a dying ember.
As a histori note, I nd it remarkable that as
long as 46 years ago, Deuts h (1956) in a paper entitled \The Dead Stars of Population I" already wrote:
When a single massive [then  1:4 M ℄ star
rea hes the state of maximum distension and
begins to shed mass, the stru ture of the star
will hange in an unknown way. From what is
presently known about the stru ture of a giant
star it appears that, while the star is still in
equilibrium, degenera y is likely to set in near
the enter. In a late stage of development, one
might imagine that a giant star already arries an embryoni white dwarf within itself.
The non-degenerate mantle over this obje t
will eventually be ome transparent in pla es.
Then we may expe t parts of the dissipating
1 IAG-USP, Brazil.

ir umstellar envelope to be highly ex ited by
the emerging white dwarf, and we may also
expe t intermittent glimpses of its ontinuous
radiation. One may spe ulate that the ombination variables represent the nal stages in
the birth of a white dwarf from the exhausted
ore of an M giant.

He predi ts the formation of PNe from red giants, and their link with the \ ombination variables", whi h until re ently were onsidered as possible andidates for single star symbioti s, a model
that nowadays is no longer supported.2
The BPNe are a subset of the general group of
PNe. There are various de nitions of what BPNe are
but here I will use the one formulated by S hwarz,
Corradi, & Stanghellini (1993), noting that this is
one of the more restri tive de nitions. A PN is bipolar when it has an aspe t ratio larger than unity and
has a \waist" i.e., it has well de ned lobes and an
overall dumbbell shape. With this de nition 12% of
the obje ts in Man hado et al. (1996) are bipolar,
11% in S hwarz, Corradi, & Melni k (1992, hereafter SCM92), and 9% in Gorny et al. (1999), the
three major imaging atalogs of re ent years. Overall about 10% of the  600 PNe with good narrowband images are truly bipolar, and this is the group
on whi h we on entrate in this paper.
That being bipolar is not just a morphologi al oin iden e was shown by Corradi & S hwarz (1995),
who showed that bipolars have properties that dif2 The term \symbioti star" was oined by Merrill (1950)
and was not yet well known in 1956.
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fer signi antly from those of the general PNe sample. They based their on lusions on a sample of
46 BPNe, listed their main properties, and showed
images of all obje ts. They found that bipolars:
 Have a smaller s ale height (z = 130 p vs.
260 p ).
 Have hotter entral stars (mean = 145 kK vs.
75 kK).
 Have nearer ir ular orbits in the Galaxy.
 Have He, N, & Ne overabundan es.
 Have a higher mean Vexp (150 km s 1 vs.
15 km s 1 ).
 Larger mean linear sizes (0.76 p vs. 0.1 p ).
 Have more massive progenitors ( 1:5 M ).
Clearly, the bipolars ome from a di erent population with di ering physi al properties.
Another indi ation of this fa t was given by
Stanghellini, Corradi, & S hwarz (1993), who investigated the orrelations between the morphology of
PNe and their lo i in the HR diagram. They found
that bipolars:
 Have a di erent mass distribution of entral
stars from those of ellipti al PNe.
 Have a lower ratio of He II/H I Zanstra temperatures than ellipti als (1.3 vs. 1.8) and therefore
a di erent opti al depth.
We do note that the number of bipolars in their sample was small, leading to un ertain properties of their
binned data.
Bipolars are the most asymmetri al PNe and
their asso iation with polarization is a natural one.
S attered light in an opti ally thin medium will
produ e linear polarization when there are global
asymmetries present. As most stars are spheri ally
symmetri and their integrated light is intrinsi ally
unpolarized|what is usually measured is interstellar polarization|the question of at what point the
onset of the major asymmetry takes pla e is as yet
unanswered. There is some eviden e that the presen e and degree of intrinsi polarization in reases
with later type stars (S hwarz 1985, and referen es
therein; Johnson & Jones 1991; Trammell, Dinerstein, & Goodri h 1993). The ndings of these authors are that intrinsi polarization in reases from
near zero to a few per ent in going from K- to late
M-type stars, and about 75% of AGB stars are intrinsi ally polarized.
The pro esses responsible are not identi ed; for
red supergiants the large onve tion ells proposed
by S hwarzs hild (1975) may work, as supported by
the observations and modeling of S hwarz & Clarke
(1984) and Clarke & S hwarz (1984). What is the

me hanism in AGB stars? The majority of PNe are
asymmetri al to some degree and the high in iden e
of polarization among AGB stars indi ates that the
onset of the asymmetry takes pla e early in the PNe
formation pro ess. The observed time variability of
polarization poses a problem: the times ale is too
short for major hanges in the ir umstellar material
to happen. Also, if the asymmetries in PNe are due
to binaries, a high proportion of PNe must have binary entral obje ts. Perhaps only the more extreme
asymmetri al obje ts are binaries, bipolars being the
main ontenders.
2. POLARIZATION AND M 2-9
M 2-9 is an extreme bipolar PN whose faint outer
lobes were not dis overed until Kohoutek & Surdej
(1980) published prime fo us plates of them, in reasing the size of the nebula from about 4000 to 11500 .
The inner nebula has been studied in great detail
by Carsenty & Solf (1983) and Carsenty (1983), and
the HST image is well known. Movement in the inner nebula was re orded by Doyle et al. (2000) and
is due to some parti le beam or other \lighthouse"
type e e t sin e material movement would pla e M 29 at 50 p , while its distan e is 640 p (S hwarz et al.
1997, hereafter SACR).
Figure 1 shows M 2-9 in H + [N II℄ light. The
outer lobes are faint but learly visible and show
point symmetry, while the inner nebula has plane
symmetry.
Spe tros opy of M 2-9 in Figure 2 has shown that
both lobes are red shifted, whi h SACR explained by
assuming dust s attering of the entral obje t spe trum at near 90Æ angles.
Polarimetry has proved this to be the likely me hanism as the lobes are 60% polarized|shown in Figure 3|and su h a high level of polarization an only
be a hieved by opti ally thin, near 90Æ s attering or
non-thermal pro esses su h as syn hrotron radiation,
the latter being extremely unlikely in this ase.
By modeling the lobes as due to re e tion, the inlination and spa e expansion velo ity of M 2-9 were
derived by SACR, and independently he ked by using an asymmetri al phase fun tion and the ratio of
brightnesses from the lobe ends. Thus i = 15Æ and
Vexp = 164 km s 1 . Using images taken over the period 1978 to 1995, SACR measured the expansion of
the outer lobes to be 000: 051 per year (Figure 4). In
ombination with the expansion velo ity this leads
to a distan e of 640 p , a linear size of 0.37 p , a
dynami al age of 1200 years, and, using the spe tral
energy distribution (SED), a luminosity of 553 L .
This example learly shows that polarimetry an
make a small but ru ial ontribution; without the
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Fig. 1. The H + [N II℄ image of M 2-9 from SACR. Note
the point symmetry of the outer lobes and the plane symmetry of the inner nebula. North is up, East to the left,
and the length of the nebula is 11500 .

onvin ing 60% polarization result, no referee would
have a epted the dust s attering model for the outer
lobes of M 2-9, and all the results presented would
not have been on rmed.
3. ORIENTATION EFFECTS
Bipolar PNe have an added parameter that round
PNe la k: their in lination on the sky as de ned by
the dire tion of the polar out ows i.e., by the bipolar
lobes of the obje t. PNe are randomly oriented in
the Galaxy a ording to Corradi, Aznar, & Mampaso
(1998), and therefore the number distribution of observed bipolar axes on the sky should follow a sin(i)
law, where i is the in lination to the line of sight. An
in lination of 90Æ is asso iated with a bipolar with
its lobes in the plane of the sky, 0Æ points toward the
observer.

Fig. 2. Long-slit spe trum of M 2-9. The spe trum runs
horizontally, with blue to the left, the spatial axis is verti al with North up. Note that both outer lobes are red
shifted, while the inner nebula shows the lassi al bluered shifts of an in lined bipolar out ow.

If there is some equatorial density enhan ement
in bipolars, as suggested by various authors, for example Morris (1987), I ke, Bali k, & Frank (1992),
Corradi & S hwarz (1995), S hwarz, Corradi, &
Mendez (2002), then some e e t on their SEDs is
expe ted. Consider a nebula in whi h the entral
star is surrounded by an equatorial torus of material
ontaining gas and dust. This torus will produ e an
in reased extin tion toward the entral star, when
this is viewed at an in lination nearer 90Æ , be ause
the stellar light passes through more of the torus.
Some of the shorter wavelength light is absorbed and
re-emitted as FIR radiation, in reasing the relative
ontribution to the luminosity in the IRAS bands.
Viewed pole-on, the same obje t will show the entral obje t, basi ally un-reddened plus the torus, and
the overall spe trum will be bluer.
The other e e t is the variation of the luminosity
with orientation. Pole-on obje ts will be apparently
over-luminous, due to the fa t that we see both the
entral star plus the re-radiated emission from the
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Fig. 3. H /[N II℄ polarization images of M 2-9 from
SACR. The two images show alternate strips of orthogonally polarized light with the ve tors verti al and horizontal. Note the large ratio between the N and S lobes
in the left hand image and the near unity ratio in the
right-hand image (with the instrument rotated by 45Æ )
due to the very high polarization at right angles to the
line joining the poles of the obje t.

Fig. 4. The expansion of the outer lobes of M 2-9 over
16.25 years.

torus, while equator-on nebulae will have a lower observed luminosity sin e only the edge of the torus is
seen. Random in lination statisti s assure that the
mean luminosity over all dire tions is onstant and
no energy onservation laws are violated.
We have sele ted a sample of about 30 bipolars
for whi h we have data on the BVR, JHK, and IRAS
uxes, plus a estimated in lination angle from optial images. By plotting the relative luminosity in
the BVR, JHK, and IRAS bands (that is, relative to
the sum of the luminosities in those three bands) we
should see su h e e ts, if they exist. The model predi ts that the IRAS luminosity should in rease with

Fig. 5. The observed luminosity fra tions in the visual
(triangles; dotted line), NIR ( ir les, dashed line), and
FIR ( lled squares; solid line) as a fun tion of in lination
to the line of sight of a sample of bipolars. The lines are
least squares tted.

the in lination angle, and the other two bands should
de rease. In Figure 5 we show the observational effe t of the in lination on fra tional luminosities.
The result is lear: the IRAS uxes in rease
with in lination angle, the NIR, and visual bands
de rease. This lends strong support to the idea that
bipolars indeed have an equatorial density enhan ement.
We made a simple model of a bipolar nebula:
a star is surrounded by a toroidal density distribution (\donut"), whi h absorbs and re-radiates 15%
of the stellar ux. We then run this model for a
random sample of nebulae with their in lination angle histogram distributed on the sky as sin(i). We
generate binaries ontaining 100 L stars with e e tive temperatures randomly distributed in the range
3800 to 6800 K, and a 1000 L ompa t star with
25 kK  Te  100 kK with the equatorial torus
at 400 K. The morphology and opti al depth of the
torus follow a simple law. The photometry|in the
same three bands|of the resulting sample gives the
distribution shown in Figure 6. Clearly, this is qualitatively quite similar to the observed distribution in
Fig. 5.
The luminosity of the model-generated sample
as a fun tion of in lination is shown in Figure 7,
and shows the expe ted de rease with in lination angle. Pole-on obje ts are super-luminous|sin e we
see the entral obje t plus re-radiated emission from
the torus|while in or near the plane of the sky they
are sub-luminous (star absorbed and only partially
re-radiated toward the observer). Figure 8 shows the
relative model luminosity, that is the total luminos-
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TABLE 1
OBSERVED LUMINOSITIES AND
INCLINATIONS
Name

In lination
(Æ )

Distan e
(kp )

Luminosity
(L )

70
75
50
70
70

2.1
0.64
0.8
2.8
1.8

340
553
205
440
194

In lination  45Æ
Sa 2-237
M 2-9
He 2-104
He 2-111
M 1-16

In lination  45Æ
R Aqr
BI Cru

20
40

0.2
1.8

2800
3400

Fig. 6. The model generated luminosity fra tions emitted
in the visual (triangles; dotted line), NIR ( ir les, dashed
line), and FIR ( lled squares; solid line) as a fun tion of
in lination to the line of sight of a sample of bipolars.

ity divided by the entral obje t luminosity. This is
not a dire tly observable quantity but gives an idea
of what is going on in the model obje ts.
An observational he k of this model predi tion
is more diÆ ult as distan es are not known to most
obje ts. The few obje ts for whi h we have reasonably hard distan e determinations do show this effe t, listed in Table 1, but the numbers are small.
In summary, the on ept of bipolars having an
equatorial density enhan ement seems well established and model data, based on randomly oriented
nebulae, give a good t to the observations.
4. LINKS WITH SYMBIOTICS
Symbioti s are binaries with a ool giant as primary and a ompa t se ondary, usually a White
Dwarf (WD), surrounded by a partially ionized gas
and dust mixture. Their spe tra show both emission
lines and a ool + hot ontinuum; they are variable,
and are divided into S types with a stellar photospheri spe trum, and D and D0 types, having the
signature of respe tively hot and ool dust. There
are a few so- alled yellow symbioti s, whi h have
spe tra showing the G -band. For an overview see
Kenyon (1986).
The link between bipolars and symbioti s is
strong. Of the D and D0 type symbioti s 40% have
a nebula asso iated with them, and of the 14 nebulae found to date 5 are bipolar, or about 36% versus
only 10% of PNe in general. Table 2 lists the name,
symbioti type, size and morphologi al shape of the
dis overed nebulae. BI Cru and AS 201 also have
unresolved high-ex itation nebulae asso iated with
them, and possibly ontain fossil PNe in the form of

Fig. 7. Luminosities (arbitrary units) of the model generated sample as a fun tion of in lination.

Fig. 8. Luminosities of the model sample as a fun tion of in lination, relative to the stellar luminosity for a
\donut" equatorial density distribution.
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TABLE 2
PROPERTIES OF SYMBIOTIC NEBULAE
Name

Type

Size (00 )

Shape

AG Peg
AS 201
CH Cyg
H 1-36
H 2-2?
HBV 475
He 2-104
He 2-147
HM Sge
R Aqr
RX Pup
V417 Cen
V1016 Cyg

yellow
D
S
D
S
S
D
D
D
D
D
yellow
D

8
13
150
1.5
1.4
0.4
95
5
30
120
4
100
20

irregular
ellipti al
jet+irreg.
unresolved
unresolved
irregular
2 bip.+jet
ring
irregular
bip.+jet
bipolar?
bipolar
ellipti al

the outer, low-ex itation nebulae. These would be
\post-PN nebulae" reated in the binary in an evolutionary s heme as suggested by S hwarz & Corradi
(1992).
M 2-9 needs a faint, hot, ompa t omponent to
be able to ionize the observed [O III℄ line but has a
luminosity too low for the ne essary B0 ionizing star,
as xed by its distan e of 640 p . This is an argument
for the binary nature of this obje t, and, as it ombines a ool ontinuum with emission lines, it may
be onsidered a symbioti system. The very highvelo ity H wings observed in M 2-9 by Bali k (1989)
also indi ate its symbioti nature, as many symbioti s have su h winged pro les, usually as ribed
to an a retion disk, where the inner, high-velo ity
parts of the disk provide the photons s attered out
into the high velo ity line wings.
The point symmetry an be naturally explained
by pre ession in the binary. The material is eje ted
at di erent times during the pre ession period and
hen e results in a point-symmetri nebula.
Thus, most observed properties of bipolar nebulae are shared with symbioti nebulae. A disk wind
blowing into a fossil PN explains the observed nebulae of BI Cru, AS 201, He 1-104, and perhaps the
T ontaining Ba stars. R Aqr and M 2-9 probably
have pre essing jets. He 2-104 and M 2-9 must have
a hot, ompa t omponent to explain their spe tra

(respe tively, a Mira plus high-ex itation lines, and
low luminosity but showing the [O III℄ line). Finally, there are many overlapping properties of both
groups, SEDs, line shapes, IR properties, time variability, and the morphology of the nebulae.
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